The ICO’s Global Call for Action to Eliminate Eye Surgical Errors

Goal

To eliminate mistakes related to eye surgery. These might include the wrong patient, wrong eye, wrong intraocular implants or injectable agents, or the wrong eye procedures.

Position

Patient safety is a high priority and fundamental responsibility of eye care providers. Unfortunately, errors may occur even in the most sophisticated environments. These are all preventable serious adverse events that may lead to loss of vision and so carry significant physical, emotional and economic consequences.

The root causes of these human errors are due to a lack of a strict protocol or to a breakdown in communication and the standard procedures prior to, during, or following eye surgery.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified patient safety as a major health priority, and the American Academy of Ophthalmology has been a strong advocate for safer surgical eye care. In support of resolution WHA66.4 endorsing the universal eye health global action plan 2014-2019, the ICO calls on all ophthalmologists to adopt patient safety practices that include the whole surgical eye care team. These practices should be in place wherever invasive procedures are performed on the eye, including settings outside of the operating room. Adherence to standard protocols and procedures to identify the correct patient, the correct surgical operation, the correct eye, the correct site, the correct implant, device or drug, will protect all patients undergoing eye surgery from avoidable harm and vision loss due to surgical errors.

Background

Surgical errors such as the wrong patient, wrong site, wrong procedure, or wrong implant, are among the most commonly recognized and reported medical errors [1]. These adverse patient safety events can affect people of all age ranges, the rich and poor, and occur throughout the world [2]. Ophthalmology is reported to have one of the highest rates of preventable adverse events [3, 4]. The need for multiple steps during eye surgery that often require pre-operative calculations and measurements, the reliance on a surgical team, and the use of specialized equipment and instruments may all play a role. Operating on the wrong person or the wrong eye are among some of the most serious of the “never ever” events [5-8], and carry the potential for disastrous consequences including the unthinkable removal of a healthy eye [9].
A recent US study noted that among 106 cases of surgical confusion during eye surgery, the insertion of the wrong intraocular lens implant accounted for 63% of adverse events. Another 14% were due to operating on the wrong eye, and another 8% to operating on the wrong person or performing the wrong procedure [10]. A Hong Kong study of a dozen sentinel events, reported 41% were operating on the wrong eye, 17% were both the wrong eye and the wrong procedure, and 17% were related to retained surgical items [11].

In cataract surgery errors related to intraocular lens implants are unfortunately common, with incorrect calculations, transcription or communication errors, and wrong lens selection among the most common factors [12-14]. In refractive surgery the errors include incorrect entry of patient specific data [15]. Serious errors of strabismus surgery may relate to pre-operative measurements, patient identification and intra-operative events[16].

Intravitreal injection of anti-VEGF agents also carry risk, and in one study of 166 serious incidents over a 7-year period, the wrong medication was injected in 16% of cases, the wrong person or eye was injected in 10%, and in 7% the medical records were missing [17].

It is recognized that human error is the root cause of such breaches in patient safety - either pre-operatively or intra-operatively, and that they are preventable. Major risk factors for mistakes related to surgery include a breakdown in communication between the surgeon and patient and team, the lack of verification procedures, inadequate validation of site marking procedures, inadequate preoperative checklists, incomplete patient assessment, staff distractions, limited or compromised information available in the operating room, and cultural or language barriers [18] [19].

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, in collaboration with professional organizations such as the American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO), introduced and promulgated a Universal Protocol to prevent surgical errors [20]. The WHO Surgical Safety Checklist has also been shown to be effective in preventing such errors by introducing preoperative verification, site marking, and “time-out” procedures [21, 22]. The adoption of these steps has reduced the number of sentinel events during cataract and refractive surgeries [23-25]. However, according to a survey among ophthalmologists in the UK, only 54% of cataract surgeons use a checklist to address the selection of the correct intraocular implant [24]. The true extent of surgical mishaps is currently unknown as many of these “never events” go unreported.

Summary

The International Council of Ophthalmology calls on societies and ophthalmologists around the world to support and advocate for the elimination of human suffering from errors related to eye surgery. Educational programs to increase awareness will help to promote a culture of safety. Integrating safety promotion systems that involve the entire surgical team, and that include preoperative verification, site marking, and a surgical pause as part of a standard checklist are essential. The ICO also encourages
ophthalmology societies to develop a reporting system to measure events and to report on progress in the elimination of surgical eye errors.

Resources:


http://www.who.int/patientsafety/safesurgery/checklist/en/

https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1/18/UP_Poster1.PDF

http://www.aao.org/patient-safety-statement/recommendations-of-american-academy-ophthalmology-
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